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with the monamour dvd revolutionized the world of home theater, and one of the first steps in
achieving the ideal home theater experience was the headphonedisc. the headphone disc was born

in 1981 and was considered at the time as the most significant contribution to home theater, and will
ever have been. the cd will be the center of almost every home theater setup from the very

beginning until the end of time. it is the ideal solution for the all-in-one integrated audio system
because it will be the sound source for all the other components of the system in one easy and cost-
effective unit. think about it! you can easily play any cd audio source on your satellite or cable tv set

top box or any other device with a tuner, including dvds for about one tenth of the cost of an
integrated system. i completed my monamour amps on tuesday and now have 12 to 15 hours of

listening to them. i am upgrading from a pair of 18 year old paramours with sovtek 2a3 tubes driven
by the beepree. the biggest difference is how much quieter the new amps are compared to the

paramours. the monamour amps are driven by a pair of tube preamplifiers. the parent products are
the beepree and the hope 606se. they include both a multi-stage preamp and a dual cascode

preamp each consisting of a pair of 1 watt 2a3 tubes. the power tube has two fixed bias resistors and
two variable and a pair of fixed and variable audio impedence transformers. the preamps are

regulated around 48 volts peak. the main preamp is currently a 4a3 type, the secondary preamp is a
6a3 type. if you dont have these top shelf speakers or your speakers dont measure over 90db in

sensitivity you will be limited to 60ma. this may be sufficient for small speakers such as the yamaha
psr25 or sinergy rs100 where you would like more than 75 watts of power. monamour can output up
to 4.5 or 7 watts continuously to speakers of 100db or more sensitivity, including our own jager kit
loudspeaker. you could also use a quality active midrange driver under 100db sensitivity for a very

wide range of loudspeakers. these amplifiers have ample dynamic output and are capable of
producing solid bass and an extended power tube response.
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Just let me say this is a great little amp. I have been using these MonAmours for a few months now
and I couldn’t be happier. I have a few other rig and I have to say I really like the sound the

MonAmours give. There is just something about it that I like. I haven’t had any problems or issues
with it.It seems to be very stable, I don’t often find the tubes in any sort of condition to not be stable.

I have only had 3 issues with it all throughout the time I have been using it. First of all, a leg hair,
tangled and sticking to the tube, fell off and made contact with the screen. After I removed it, I

noticed a very small spot that I missed, (not too uncommon for me), that was just a small spot, but it
came off. The second time it happened I also noticed there was a small scratch on the grill. The third
time I have had an issue, the tube went out, took the amp apart and fixed it myself. And that’s the

only time I have had an issue with the amplifier. The amp is also very tiny and I’m really close to my
girlfriend and had to put it in a little bag for storage. All in all, I like the sound and I am very happy

with the amplifier. All the tubes are in good working order. I highly recommend it for anyone looking
for a quality amp that is small enough to keep around. Will be keeping mine for a long time! I

purchased the MonAmour kit about a month ago to go with my Norelco NP-145 universal DVD player.
The combination really opened up a whole new realm of DVDs in terms of sound quality. There are a

lot more dimensions to this sound from a DVD, and I will be able to play many of the discs I have
never heard on. I was really surprised at the overall quality of the resulting sound from the
MonAmour. The low end is clean, tight and very defined. The mids and highs are lush with a

brightness that I have never heard from any system before. 5ec8ef588b
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